
Hierarchy of Life 

“Modern biology is a great intellectual adventure that tries to understand the molecular underpinnings of 

life. What living organisms are made of, how they operate, how they get their energy, how they reproduce 

and of course how they have evolved from primitive forms to the astounding modern diversity of forms 

and function. The structure of living organisms including those of entire populations and ecosystems is 

organized in a hierarchical fashion that allows a systematic exploration of the question ‘What is life?’1  

Each level of life is organized by emergent properties, or properties that are not present at the preceding 

level.  

Level Description 
The Biosphere All environments on Earth that are 

inhabited by life  
Ecosystems All living and non-living things in a 

particular area. All of Earth’s ecosystems 
combine to make up the Biosphere  

Communities All living things in a particular ecosystem 
Population All individuals of a species living within a 

specific area 
Organisms Individual living things 

Organ Systems Team of organs 
Organ Body part consisting of two or more tissues 

Tissues A group of similar cells 
Cells Life’s fundamental unit of structure and 

function 
Organelles The various functional components that 

make up cells  
Molecules A chemical structure consisting of two or 

more atoms 2 
 

 

Instructions: 

With a group of no more than 3, create a diagram that depicts the size and specific properties of 

each level. Be sure to include the name of the level, an example, and the properties unique to that 

level. Feel free to use resources to aid in your creation, but be sure to cite your sources.  
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